
Sphero Baby Steps

Learning to code is like learning a new language. There are a lot of new words and ideas that you have to figure out 

in order to write a program that does what you want it to do. 

 

To make learning the language of code a little bit easier, sometimes it helps to take baby steps. A baby step is a 

small but manageable step towards learning or trying something new. And while you might be a super coder 

already, some of your friends may be afraid to get started. 

 

In this activity, you'll learn about a program function. Functions act like a mini-program within the larger program. You 

can use these functions to make "baby steps" blocks to help teach someone the basics of programming a Sphero 

robot. 

 

We are excited to participate in the 2019 Hour of Code and help Code.org focus on Computer Science for Good. 

As part of that, we hope that the baby steps you create and use to teach help with UN Sustainable Development 

Goal #4: Quality Education - Obtaining a quality education is the foundation to creating sustainable development. In 

addition to improving quality of life, access to inclusive education can help equip locals with the tools required to 

develop innovative solutions to the world’s greatest problems. 

 

 

 

Sphero also wants to thank one of our Sphero Heroes, Mr. Gross (edu.sphero.com/cwists/profile_preview/16372) 

for coming up with this great idea. You can visit his original Sphero Jr. program here --> 

https://edu.sphero.com/remixes/5044087

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - Exploration - Learning Something New

What was the last NEW thing that you learned ?

How did it go?

Was it what you expected?



Did you get a chance to actually use or try what it was that you wanted to learn?

It can be tough to learn something new without ever actually trying it. Learning is a process and the more you work

at it, the better you become.

There is an old saying that goes, "Its like riding a bike." What it means is, once you've figured it out you probably

won't forget it. And you can't learn to ride a bike without ever getting on a bike!

Step 2 - Exploration- Teaching Something New

One of the best ways to learn something (or learn more about something) is to teach what you've learned to

someone else.

Learning to code can be a little scary at first, especially if you are trying to learn it on your own. Code is the

language of programming, and like any new language, you need to "speak" it in order to learn it.

As you continue this activity, you will learn about functions and how they can be used to take complex bit of code

and turn it into a "baby steps" block. You will then use the new "baby steps" blocks to teach someone the basics of

programming a Sphero robot in the Sphero Edu app.

Step 3 - Exploration - Functions

Functions contain code that can be reused throughout your program, which helps programmers organize complex

or repeated logic. Think of a function as a program within a program. You can call on these functions throughout

your program when needed, instead of having to recreate that same code over and over.



These functions will become the "baby step" blocks that you will use to teach someone how to program a Sphero

robot to move around.

Step 4 - Skills Building - Creating a Function

Aiming a Sphero robot before running any type of program is important. When you aim the robot, you tell it where

0° is. Let's create a "START" function that teaches the importance of aiming the robot FIRST.

Open the Block programming canvas. You will see some functions already programmed for you to use.

Go to the functions category and select "Create a Function." Name it "START" and select the check mark when

you're done. This will add the define function block onto your programming canvas.

The "START" function will be used to help a new programmer learn how to aim the Sphero robot.



Step 5 - Skills Building - Manual Aim

Beneath the "START" define function block add the stabilization block and set it to "off." This will keep the robot

locked inside the shell temporarily.

Now add the back LED block and set it to 100. This will be used to help your new programmer aim their robot,

just like when you tap the AIM button at the top of your screen.

With stabilization off and the back LED on, your new programmer can use their hand to rotate the robot so that the

blue light is pointing at them. Long press or right-click on the back LED block and select "add comment." Type,

"Make sure you aim the blue taillight towards you!" as a reminder to aim the bot.

Step 6 - Skills Building - Completing the Function

Let's complete this function by adding a few more important blocks. Be sure to study the picture below.

Add the following blocks to complete the "START" function just below the back LED block:

1. delay block - set it to four seconds so there is enough time to aim the robot manually

2. reset aim block - this will reset the robot's aim to 0°

3. main LED block - choose a color for the start

4. speak block - type, "Let's roll!"

You need to use this block as the first "baby steps" block when teaching your new programmer. Be sure to explain

the importance of aiming the robot before it rolls away. Remember, "Aim the blue tail light towards you."



Step 7 - Challenge - Plan a Path

Before showing your new programmer the app, have them plan a path on the floor for their robot to travel. You may

even want to have them draw the path on a piece of paper and teach them about pseudocode (notes that

represent code used to plan a program).

Step 8 - Challenge - Sequencing

Once they have a plan, introduce them to the program you created for them. Show them each of the function

blocks and explain to them what each will do. Have the new programmer begin to plan out which blocks they will

need to use.

It is important that the blocks are in the correct order. This is called sequencing. Each program has a specific

sequence that the blocks must be in for the program to work correctly. In this case, the "baby steps" blocks must be

in the correct sequence in order to follow the planned path.



Step 9 - Extended Challenge - New Functions

How did your new programmers first program go? Did they get the sequence right?

Talk to your new programmer about things they want to learn. Think about how you could help create more

functions, "baby step blocks," for them to use while they learn more about coding.

Be sure to share your teaching experience in the comments below. And don't forget to share your program so

others can learn from your "baby steps" too!


